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compulsory dipping of cattle or compulsory education of
boys (without girls!) may be secured in limited areas by
costly staffing, such a compulsory regime cannot be
extended to enforce the wishes of every department
throughout the whole territory; the administrative edifice
would collapse under the weight.
If, then, private associations do not exist and official
compulsion is restricted to a narrow range, some other
agency for social betterment must be found. It is impos-
sible—and this is the central point of my argument—it is
impossible to alter materially the economic and vocational
ways of the native without reforming the whole man. A
man, white or coloured, is an individual, a human unit;
he does not divorce in practice, and a coloured man does
not even pretend to divorce, his religion and his ethics
from his social and economic occupations, still less from
his personal habits and domestic affairs. It is useless to
offer an improved plough to one who either drinks to
excess or is racked by fever, or to recommend joint
marketing of crops to a peasant so narrow-minded that
he can see in the suggestion nothing but a crafty trap. If
for the instant—perhaps in order to terminate a weari-
some conversation—he professes to accept the advice, he
will not be sincere, and will evade the obligation at the
earliest possible moment. The man and his whole standard
of values must be "converted," before an economic
advance can usefully and permanently be made. In an
unintegrated native society, lacking a texture of cultural
and recreational associations, and infinitely elastic under
pressure from the State, the only agency whiofa can
achieve such a conversion is co-operation. Its scope must,
therefore, be widened far beyond that which is customary
in Europe, to cover co-operative societies of many moral
and social types in addition to the directly economic.
These types also are indirectly economic, since without
their support an economic gain cannot be secured or
cannot be retained.
Let me illustrate my argument by examples. The
obvious case is co-operative credit. The peasant of Asia

